Construction Law

Highlights
• Decades Of Experience
The Munck Wilson Mandala team has represented clients in construction law—both transactions and
litigation—for over three decades.
• Diverse Projects
Our attorneys represent developers, owners, investors, and various other clients in a wide range of
construction projects from multifamily and mixed-use projects to municipal and public/private projects.
• Full Life Cycle Representation
We are experienced in all phases of construction projects, from planning and design to procurement,
construction, and post-construction matters. We provide counsel to reduce risks and when necessary, our
litigation team will work with you to handle disputes and potential litigation.

Overview
Munck Wilson Mandala offers the full range of legal services for clients involved in construction projects. Whether clients have worked with us
throughout the project cycle, or they are bringing a dispute from an existing construction project, we stand ready to provide the best possible
representation to protect them in the commercial construction industry. Our team represents clients in various industries with matters relating
to building permits, contract issues, employment, hiring contractors, workplace safety, insurance claims, litigation, and more.

Experience
Servicing every aspect of the construction cycle, MWM has a team of transactional attorneys who assist clients in a myriad of services including
planning, negotiations, contract clauses, insurance, and employment law. They have worked in sync with our real estate team and understand
the life cycle of large and small construction projects and the legal issues clients will face or need to avoid. From start-up to established industry
leader, we have the experience to advise and guide companies in the complex construction industry.
Our litigation team is well versed in construction litigation, representing clients in a variety of disputes from warranty issues and accident claims
to insurance issues in commercial/industrial, residential, higher education, health care, energy, and transportation.
Combining transactional lawyers with our construction litigation team, we provide sophisticated solutions and desired outcomes for clients,
and we bring an understanding of local, state, and federal laws that can affect construction projects.
We counsel and represent clients in virtually all construction disputes including:
Completion and Warranty Issues
Construction Accident and Tort Claims
Construction and Design Defects
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Construction Insurance Issues
Liquidated Damages Issues
Our representative experience includes a variety of industries, including commercial/industrial, residential, higher education, health care,
energy, and transportation.

Related Practices:
Corporate Relocations
Energy/Oil & Gas
Health Care
Hospitality
Real Estate & Land Use
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